A cathodic arc plasma source equipped with a curved magnetic duct to filter macro-particles was used to study plasma transport through the duct. The optimal duct bias, at which the magnetic duct produces the maximum plasma output, for titanium cathodic arc plasma at 50, 100 and 150 A arc current was determined and the parametric effects of the arc current and guiding magnetic field on the optimal duct bias were investigated. The optimal bias decreased as the guiding magnetic field increased from 100 to 400 G and was almost independent of the guiding magnetic field when it was between 400 and 600 G, the upper limit for our equipment. The optimal duct bias at 400 G guiding magnetic field decreased with increasing arc current. Our results indicate that the optimal duct bias is related not only to the structure of the plasma source, but is also influenced by many other factors including cathode material and other plasma properties.
Introduction
The large ion flux and high degree of ionization are two important characteristics of metal plasmas produced by a cathodic arc plasma source. Cathodic arc plasmas suffer from macro-particle contamination, and a number of techniques have been proposed to mitigate or eliminate the undesirable effects [1, 2] . The most common method to remove macroparticles is to insert a curved magnetic filter between the source and the substrate. The two most important parameters in designing magnetic filters are the duct bias voltage and the magnetic field. The magnetic field is necessary to effectively transport the plasma through the filter, and a proper bias on the filter wall increases the plasma output by an additional factor of 3-5 [3, 4] . This is because the magnetic field limits electron motion in the radial direction and the positive bias deters ions from colliding with the filter wall. The guiding magnetic field and duct bias have been the subject of intense research, and the effects of the guiding magnetic field and the duct bias on the plasma transport have been investigated [5] [6] [7] . Almost all the experiments described in the literature were conducted at a fixed arc current of 100 A to enable meaningful comparison of 4 Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
results from different groups. However, a practical arc current for various applications might be different from 100 A, and little is known about the effects of the arc current on the optimal bias. In the work described here, we determined the optimal duct bias for titanium cathodic arc plasma at 50, 100 and 150 A, arc current (150 A is the limit of our hardware) and investigated the impact of the arc current and guiding magnetic field on the optimal duct bias. The mechanism of the enhancement of the plasma output by the duct bias is also discussed.
Experimental set-up
The experimental apparatus used in this study included a magnetic duct and a cathodic arc plasma source as shown in figure 1 . The cathodic arc plasma source consisted of a negatively biased electrode 1 cm in diameter and a grounded anode with an aperture 56 mm in diameter. The cathodic arc discharge was operated in a pulsed mode at a frequency of 1 Hz and powered by a 0.3 ms pulse-forming network. A curved magnetic duct was inserted between the plasma source and main chamber to remove macro-particles produced in the cathodic arc plasma. The curved magnetic filter consisted of a 90˚stainless steel pipe with a minor radius, r, of 40 mm and major radius, R, of 100 mm. There was insulation between the anode and the vacuum chamber so that it could be positively or negatively biased. A coil wrapped around the duct produced a guiding magnetic field when a DC current was applied. The coil is a single continuous winding and not in the form of discrete units; thus the spatial ripple in the magnetic field is very small. As the distance between the end of the cathodic arc discharge and entrance to the coil was only 20 mm, the coil also produced a focusing (convergent) magnetic field near the cathodic arc. The duct was biased via a capacitor bank of 22 mF. The large capacitance was necessary to provide the high duct current needed during the arc pulse, otherwise the duct potential could change significantly when the plasma plume streamed through the duct. A planar collector plate 26 cm in diameter was positioned in the vacuum chamber about 50 cm from the duct exit to monitor the ion flux transported through the duct. The plate normally faced the duct exit and was negatively biased to −150 V in order to collect the ion current. The vacuum chamber pressure was about 5 × 10 −3 Pa. In our experiments, the collector plate current (transported plasma ion current) was monitored as a function of the duct bias voltage at different duct or guiding magnetic field strengths. The cathodic arc current and ion current given here are peak pulse values and each value represents the mean of at least five measurements.
Results and discussion
The relationship between the plasma output (ion current I out ) of the duct and the positive duct bias with the magnetic field and arc current as parameters for titanium plasma is shown in figure 2 . Within our experimental range (0-70 V duct bias), the behaviour of the plasma output versus duct bias at weak (100 G) focusing magnetic fields is different from that at strong (>400 G) focusing magnetic fields. The plasma output of the duct at 100 G magnetic field increases monotonically with the duct bias. However, when the focusing magnetic field exceeds 300 G, a clear maximum in the plasma output corresponding to the optimal bias can be observed. The ratio of the maximum to the minimum of the plasma output of each curve in figure 2 is about 2 : 1 from 0 to 70 V bias for a 400-600 G guiding magnetic field, and 100 and 150 A arc current. For a 400-600 G guiding magnetic field, the plasma output at 0 V duct bias is higher than that at 70 V duct bias at all arc currents. The optimal duct bias decreases as the guiding magnetic field increases from 200 to 400 G and is almost constant when the guiding magnetic field is between 400 and 600 G for titanium plasma transport at 50, 100 and 150 A arc current (figure 3). It is obvious that an optimum positive duct bias increases plasma transport efficiency. The enhancement factor, that is, the ratio of the plasma output at the optimal duct bias to the plasma output at 0 V duct bias, is below 2 and smaller than the values of 3-5 reported in other studies [3, 4] . In our previous experiments using a 45˚magnetic duct and 0-70 V duct bias, it was found that the maximum enhancement factor reached 4 and the plasma output exhibited a minimum at 0 V duct bias [6] . All the results reported in the literature show that the optimal bias is steady at a high guiding magnetic field and is 10-20 V at an arc current of 100 A, although the exact trend (duct bias versus plasma output curve) varies slightly among different research groups. [8] . The line with circles is the experimental optimal bias on the duct. The line with squares is the optimal bias calculated with equation (1): the plasma is Ti (M = 48), the charge state z = 2.1 and u i ≈ 2 × 10 4 m s −1 for all the arc currents in this experiment [8] ; n 0 = 2000n a ; u e are, respectively, 1.6 × 10 6 , 2.1 × 10 6 and 2.6 × 10 6 m s −1 for the cases of 50, 100 and 150 A arc current.
At the optimal duct bias, the plasma output of the magnetic duct increases as the guiding magnetic field increases. Hence, a high guiding magnetic field enhances the plasma transport efficiency. We can take the optimal duct bias at 400 G plus guiding magnetic field to be the steady optimal duct bias. The steady optimal duct bias decreases with the cathodic arc current for a Ti plasma ( figure 4) . Varying the arc current changes the characteristics of the plasma such as the electron temperature, ion velocity, ion charge state and plasma density. The ion charge state and ion velocity in a cathodic arc plasma are almost independent of the arc current when the magnetic field changes from zero to hundreds of Gauss [9] [10] [11] [12] . The variable that is controlled most directly by the variation of the arc current is the plasma density. Another variable that should be considered is the electron temperature because it also affects the plasma diffusion and, therefore, substantially affects the optimal duct bias.
The relation between optimal bias and the electron speed, ion speed, ion mass, ion charge state and plasma density in the filter is [13] 1.05 × 10 8 z Mu
where V op (in unit of volts) is the optimal potential difference between the wall and plasma, that is, the optimal duct bias, z is the ion charge state in the plasma (suppose that there is only one kind of charge state), M is the atomic number, u i and u e (in m s −1 ) are the ion and electron velocities, respectively, and n 0 = n e , where n e is the electron density of the quasineutral plasma in m −3 . n 0 in equation (1) should be the plasma density near the wall sheath. Equation (1) indicates that V op increases as these variables are increased, except the electron speed. Even though the magnetic field is taken into account during the derivation of equation (1), it is not a variable in the equation. But the magnetic field influences the optimal current negative pulse positive wave time Figure 5 . The negative pulse before the positive wave in the current wave collected by the collector plate. The guiding magnetic field in the duct is 400 G, the arc current is 100 A and the bias on the collector plate is −6 V. This bias on the collector plate is not negative enough to repel the electron flux (the negative pulse) emitted from the cathode. duct bias indirectly. The plasma density distribution in the duct strongly depends on the magnetic field [14] [15] [16] . The magnetic field has a great influence on the plasma density near the duct wall so as to influence the optimal bias. When the magnetic field increases from 0 to 300 G, the plasma flux has a strong tendency to focus in the axis of the duct, and the plasma density near the duct wall decreases evidently [15, 16] . Thus, the optimal bias decreases too. Accordingly, the behaviour of the optimal bias versus the magnetic field in figure 2 can be well explained.
u e should be the electron's directional velocity along the magnetic force line. Because of the large drift velocity of the cathodic arc plasma, it is difficult to measure the electron temperature in this plasma by a general probe technique. We noticed that there is a negative pulse before the positive wave in the current wave (figure 5) collected by the collector plate, as in figure 1, when it was not biased negatively enough to repel the electron flux emitted from the cathode. The negative pulse disappears when the bias on the plate is below a critical value U C . By measuring this critical value we can evaluate the electron kinetic energy, E k , and u e according to the relation
in the nonrelativistic limit, where m e is the electron mass and e the electron charge. U C at 400 G for 50, 100 and 150 A arc current (corresponding to −110, −166 and −222 V charging voltage on the cathode) are 7, 12 and 19 V, respectively. According to equation (2), the u e are 1.6 × 10 6 , 2.1 × 10 6 and 2.6 × 10 6 m s −1 for 50, 100 and 150 A arc current. With the quasi-neutral supposition, the average plasma density n a is equal to the average ion charge density at the duct entrance, i.e. n a = QI i /Su p , where Q is the Coulomb electricity, S is the cross sectional area of the duct, u p is the plasma drift velocity, I i is the ion current, I i ≈ 0.1I c and I c is the arc current. The plasma flux pounds the outer wall of the duct. This makes the plasma density at the outer wall much higher than n a . The duct bias plays its main role at the outer wall where the plasma flux is concentrated and reflected [17] . The n 0 in equation (1) should be the plasma density near the outer wall that undergoes the plasma flux pounding. The calculated result shows a tendency for the duct optimal bias versus arc current similar to that of the experimental measurement (figure 4). So, it is shown that the electron velocity is the overwhelming factor in our experiments giving rise to the optimal duct bias behaviour in figure 4 .
Enhancement of the plasma transport efficiency by the duct bias results from reflection of the ions in the plasma [1, 5, 17] . A positive duct bias produces a sheath at the duct wall when the duct is filled with plasma. The electric field in the sheath reflects ions through the sheath back to the quasi-neutral plasma and, thus, the positive duct bias helps in increasing the plasma output of the duct. The effect of the duct bias on the ionization of the plasma is negligible. It is well known that the vacuum cathodic arc plasma has an ionization rate close to 100%. Ti atoms in the cathodic arc plasma are ionized before they enter the duct, and about 80% of the Ti ions have a charge state of 2+ [18] . The third ionization energy of Ti is 27.5 eV, and so a 20 V duct bias hardly causes further ionization in the Ti plasma. Hence, the influence of the duct bias on the plasma output is not determined by ionization.
The role of the positive duct bias in focusing the plasma flux into the duct should not be confused with its role in reflecting the ions in the plasma, since both roles of the duct bias help to boost the plasma output of the duct under certain conditions. The anode is isolated from the duct and there is an open gap between the cathode and the duct in our experiments. When the arc is on and the plasma plume streams through the duct, both the anode and duct draw electron current. When the positive duct bias increases, the current to the duct increases, while the current to the anode decreases. If the positive duct bias is high enough and the current to the duct is close to the arc current, the current to the anode, which is at ground potential, is very small. The plasma plume can be transported through the duct only if it enters the duct entrance. That the anode current decreases with positive duct bias implies that the plasma flux entering the duct increases with higher positive duct bias. The entire plasma flux thus enters the duct if the anode current is near zero. Hence, it appears that a positive duct bias mainly acts as an auxiliary anode to enhance the arc and to focus the plasma flux into the duct. In this way, the duct bias helps in increasing the transport efficiency. Similar to the focusing role on plasma by the positive duct bias, a strong guiding magnetic field focuses the plasma plume into the duct as well. We have noticed that the positive duct bias in this experimental regime hardly influences the anode current when there is a strong guiding magnetic field, and so the positive duct bias does very little in focusing the plasma plume into the duct in the presence of a strong guiding magnetic field. However, the optimal duct bias is still of substantial positive value in the presence of a strong guiding magnetic field. It can thus be inferred that the role of the duct bias, with regard to the focusing of the plasma plume, is independent of the role played by the duct bias on reflecting ions near the duct wall. The fact that the optimal duct bias remains steady for high guiding magnetic fields cannot be adequately explained by the former role of the positive duct bias.
When the guiding magnetic field is not strong enough to focus the plasma flux, a positive duct bias compensates for this inadequacy and the enhancement of the plasma output can be attributed to both the focusing and reflecting mechanisms. When the guiding magnetic field is strong enough to adequately focus the plasma flux into the duct, the focusing role by the positive duct bias is not important and the enhancement of plasma output is mainly due to the reflecting mechanism. The different behaviour of the plasma output versus duct bias can be explained to some extent by the different enhancement roles of the duct bias when the focusing magnetic field is varied in this experiment (figure 2). Nonetheless, regardless of whether the guiding magnetic field is strong or weak, reflection of the ions in the plasma by the positive duct bias is an essential mechanism for the enhancement of plasma transport through the duct.
Conclusion
Appropriate duct bias improves the plasma output from the magnetic duct of a cathodic arc source, and both the arc current and guiding magnetic field influence the optimal duct bias. A positive duct bias focuses the plasma flux into the duct entrance, when the focusing magnetic field is not strong enough, thereby resulting in an increased plasma output. On the other hand, the positive duct bias reflects plasma ions streaming through the duct and reduces ion loss to the duct wall. This effect helps in increasing the plasma output too, regardless of whether the guiding magnetic field is strong (>400 G) or weak (100 G). Our experimental results show that the optimal bias decreases as the guiding magnetic field increases from 200 to 400 G and is almost independent of the guiding magnetic field when the magnetic field is 400-600 G. The optimal duct bias at 400 G guiding magnetic field decreases with increasing arc current. The data indicate that the optimal duct bias is related not only to the configuration of the plasma source (structure of the cathode and anode) but also to many other factors including cathode material and plasma properties. Therefore, it appears that the optimal duct bias must be closely related to the plasma parameters and ion reflection by the positive bias.
